Using the “Make a Table” Tool in DataFerrett
Note: These instructions use Health Insurance and Rent Burden as two examples of indicators that you
can analyze with the “Make a Table” tool in DataFerrett. The Health Insurance indicator measures the
percentage of people who do not have health insurance coverage, and the Rent Burden indicator
measures the percentage of households that are rent burdened, meaning they spend more than 30
percent of household income on rent. For both of these indicators, we are comparing outcomes for
different racial and ethnic groups.
Step 1. Follow steps 1-9 in the DataFerrett section of CUNY ISLG’s “Using American FactFinder and the
DataFerrett” instruction document. You will launch DataFerrett, view variables in the American
Community Survey Public Use Microdata Sample, and select the relevant Public Use Microdata
Areas (PUMAs).
Step 2. Next, you will want to select the correct weights. If you will be using person-level variables (e.g.,
Health Insurance), you will need the “PUMS person weight.” If you will be using household-level
variables (e.g., Rent Burden), you will need the “Housing Weight.”
Selecting these will not weight the variables for you, they will just give you the option to weight
them appropriately when using the data later, so it’s fine to select both options. When you
double-click on each of them, a new box will appear, and you will have to click the “Select” box
and then click “OK” to add the variable to the dataset. A box will pop up letting you know that
you have added the variable to your DataBasket (which just means your dataset).

Step 3. Once you have added the appropriate weights, you can go through and select any relevant
variables of interest in the same way that you selected the weights. This will include both the
variables that you would like to use to disaggregate the data (e.g., race, gender, disability status)
and your outcomes of interest. A few things to note:
o

You will have to select race and ethnicity variables separately.

o

If you want to look at person-level and household-level variables simultaneously (e.g.,
race and homeownership), you will need to select the RELP or “Relationship” variable.
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This variable allows you to identify the person-level characteristics of the householder in
each household.
o

If you want additional information about a variable, you can double-click on it and see
the details about how it is coded. If it is a continuous variable (e.g., age), you can see
information like whether there is a cut-off (e.g., 0 means under 1 year, while 99 means
99 or older – the variable is “top-coded”) or a code for missing values. For categorical
variables (e.g., race), you can also see what the different categories are. There may be
multiple similar variables, so you can look to see which one will best suit your needs.

For Health Insurance, select:




HICOV (Health insurance coverage recode)
HISP (Hispanic recode)
RAC1P (Recoded detailed race code)

For Rent Burden, select:





GRPIP (Gross rent as a percentage of household income past 12 months)
HISP (Hispanic recode)
RAC1P (Recoded detailed race code)
RELP (Relationship)

Once you have selected all relevant variables of interest, click on Step 2 on the top of the screen.
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Step 4. Next, you will recode the relevant variables for your analysis. Recoding is necessary when you
want to isolate, combine, or otherwise manipulate values in a variable (e.g., if you want to
combine multiple racial groups into one “Other” category). To analyze both Health Insurance
and Rent Burden by race and ethnicity, you will want to recode the Hispanic recode (HISP) and
Recoded detailed race code (RAC1P) variables. Select HISP and click “Recode Variable.”

Select 01 (Not Spanish/Hispanic/Latino) and click “Recode.”
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Change value label “Not Elsewhere Classified…” to “Hispanic.” Change the variable name to
“Hispanic.” Click “OK.”

Next, recode the Recoded detailed race code (RAC1P) variable. Recode “White alone,” “Black or
African American alone,” and “Asian alone” (and/or other relevant groups). Change the variable
name to “Race” and click “OK.”
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Step 5. Recode the remaining variables for the Rent Burden analysis. For the Health Insurance analysis,
no further recoding is necessary since the HICOV variable already contains the values we need:
“With health insurance coverage” and “No health insurance coverage.”
For Rent Burden, select GRPIP and click “Recode Variable.” Select 0 (N/A GQ/vacant…) and click
the “Recode” button directly below (make sure you don’t select the “Recode” button farther
down).

In the box called “continuous values,” type “30” into the text box, so the text reads “Within the
range from 1 through 30,” and click “Recode.”
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In the right box, change label “N/A GQ/vacant…” to “N/A” and change “Not Elsewhere
classified…” to “Rent Burdened.” At the top left, change the variable name to “Rent Burden” and
click “OK.”

Next, select RELP and click “Recode Variable.” Select 00 (Reference person) and click “Recode.”
In the right box, change label “Reference person” to “Householder” and change “Not Elsewhere
Classified…” to “Other.” At the top left, change the variable name to “Householder.” Click “OK.”
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Step 6. Click “Make a Table” button. Click “OK” when the pop-up window appears.

For the Health Insurance analysis, select and drag the recoded Hispanic variable to cell R1 in the
table, and then select and drag the recoded Race variable to cell R2. Select and drag the Health
insurance coverage recode variable to cell C2. Then click “GO Get Data.”
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To analyze and save the data, copy and paste the table into Excel. You will want to focus on the
race/ethnicity groups that are relevant to your analysis. In the example below, the relevant rows
are White, Black, and Asian (R8, R9, R10) under the heading “Not Spanish/Hispanic/Latino,” and
Hispanic (R12). (Note: You need to use the racial categories under the “Not
Spanish/Hispanic/Latino” heading in order to avoid double-counting people who fall under those
racial categories and are Hispanic.) The health insurance calculation for each racial/ethnic group
is the number of people with no health insurance coverage (C4), divided by the total number of
people (C2), and multiplied by 100.
Percentage of people without health insurance coverage = C4/C2 x 100
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For the Rent Burden analysis, select and drag the recoded Hispanic variable to cell R1 in the
table, and then select and drag the recoded Race variable to cell R2. Select and drag the recoded
Householder variable to cell C2, and then select and drag the recoded Rent Burden variable to
cell C3. A warning about different weights will appear. Click “OK.”

Since you are using both person-level and household-level variables, you need to make sure you
have selected the correct weight. In the main menu, select “Options” > “Weighting” and make
sure “WGTP” is selected. The click “GO Get Data.”

To analyze and save the data, copy and paste the table into Excel. You will want to focus on the
race/ethnicity groups that are relevant to your analysis and the data under “Householder.” (As
noted above, when looking at person-level and household-level variables simultaneously, you
need to analyze the data by the race/ethnicity of the householder.) In the example below, the
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relevant rows are White, Black, and Asian under the “Not Spanish/Hispanic/Latino” heading, and
Hispanic (R8, R9, R10, and R12). The relevant columns are C6, C7, and C9. The rent burden
calculation for each racial/ethnic group is the number of rent burdened householders (C9),
divided by the total number of householders minus those in the N/A column (C6-C7), and
multiplied by 100.
Percentage of households that are rent burdened = C9/(C6-C7) x 100
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